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IntroductionIntroduction

• Object COBOL is an extension of 
the current COBOL standard 
allowing the incorporation of 
objects.

• Terminology for Object COBOL is 
similar to other object languages 
such as C++ and Visual Basic



Procedural Vs.Object COBOLProcedural Vs.Object COBOL

•• Sequence, Selection, Sequence, Selection, 
Iteration?Iteration?

•• Functional Functional 
DecompositionDecomposition

•• ProceduresProcedures

•• Strong CouplingStrong Coupling

•• Mathematical ModelMathematical Model

•• Integrated Integrated 
Development ToolsDevelopment Tools

•• ClassesClasses

•• Weak CouplingWeak Coupling

•• View World as an View World as an 
ObjectObject



Terminology of Object COBOLTerminology of Object COBOL

•• OOPOOP

•• ClassClass

•• ObjectObject

•• MethodMethod

•• EncapsulationEncapsulation

•• PolymorphismPolymorphism

•• InstantiationInstantiation

•• Base ClassBase Class

•• Ancestor ClassAncestor Class

•• InheritanceInheritance



OOPOOP

Data and Procedures are PreData and Procedures are Pre--WrittenWritten
and are acted upon by messages sent to and are acted upon by messages sent to 
the object.the object.



ClassClass

•• A class is similar to a subA class is similar to a sub--programprogram

•• Contains data that is only accessible to a Contains data that is only accessible to a 
calling program through procedures of calling program through procedures of 
the class programthe class program

•• A class is not executedA class is not executed



ObjectObject

An object is an instance of a class.  An object is an instance of a class.  



MethodMethod

•• A method is an object’s way of A method is an object’s way of 
responding to a user messages.responding to a user messages.

•• Methods can be shared or unique  Methods can be shared or unique  



EncapsulationEncapsulation

•• Hiding details of data and methods while Hiding details of data and methods while 
allowing access to them through a user allowing access to them through a user 
issued method.issued method.



PolymorphismPolymorphism

•• The same user message results in a The same user message results in a 
different action.different action.



InstantiationInstantiation

•• The instance of an object is definedThe instance of an object is defined

•• Only the instance can be executedOnly the instance can be executed

•• The instance contains data and The instance contains data and 
procedures that can be unique procedures that can be unique 



MethodMethod

•• A method is an object’s way of A method is an object’s way of 
responding to a user messages.responding to a user messages.

•• Methods can be shared or unique  Methods can be shared or unique  



Base ClassBase Class

•• Class from which other classes derive. Class from which other classes derive. 

•• A base class may contain critical system A base class may contain critical system 
functions such as “new” which functions such as “new” which 
subsequent classes inherit  subsequent classes inherit  



Ancestor ClassAncestor Class

•• A class that includes subclassesA class that includes subclasses



InheritanceInheritance

•• One class uses methods from another One class uses methods from another 
classclass



Programming ExampleProgramming Example

Comparison between a Procedural Cobol Comparison between a Procedural Cobol 
program calling a subprogram calling a sub--program and an program and an 
Object program consisting of a Driver Object program consisting of a Driver 
program and a Class programprogram and a Class program



Future of COBOLFuture of COBOL

•• COBOL 2000 is here nowCOBOL 2000 is here now

•• Web COBOL provides cost savings to Web COBOL provides cost savings to 
businessesbusinesses

•• Opportunities in COBOL programmingOpportunities in COBOL programming



COBOL 2000COBOL 2000

•• 1968, 1974, 1985, 1996 (1998 1968, 1974, 1985, 1996 (1998 
extensions), and soon 2000extensions), and soon 2000

•• COBOL is very stable with long periods COBOL is very stable with long periods 
between new standardsbetween new standards



Web COBOLWeb COBOL

•• Micro Focus Netexpress 3.0 currently Micro Focus Netexpress 3.0 currently 
available. (Buy or demo it)available. (Buy or demo it)

•• Allows customers to access legacy Allows customers to access legacy 
COBOL using a Web BrowserCOBOL using a Web Browser

•• Enormous cost savingsEnormous cost savings

•• Able to link to VB and CAble to link to VB and C



Object COBOL and Your Object COBOL and Your 
FutureFuture

•• Along with Java and VB, Object COBOL Along with Java and VB, Object COBOL 
will be important languages for many will be important languages for many 
yearsyears

•• Reusability of code will allows great Reusability of code will allows great 
efficiencies for the user while strides in efficiencies for the user while strides in 
hardware allow object language itself to hardware allow object language itself to 
be more inefficientbe more inefficient


